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my core rises
“Fungi make worlds. They also unmake them. There
are lots of ways to catch them in the act. When you
cook mushroom soup, or just eat it. When you go out
gathering mushrooms or buy them. When you ferment
alcohol, plant a plant, or just bury your hands in the
soil; and whether you let a fungus into your mind, or
marvel at the way that it might enter the mind of
another. Whether you’re cured by a fungus, or watch it
cure someone else; whether you build your home from
fungi, or start growing mushrooms in your home,
fungi will catch you in the act. If you’re alive, they
already have.”
― Merlin Sheldrake, Entangled Life: How Fungi
Make Our Worlds, Change Our Minds & Shape Our
Futures

For every submission, the Plants & Poetry
team will plant a tree or other vegetation in
our food forest in Bella Vista, AR.

Plants & Poetry Journal

My Core Rises: Mycorrhiza Collection
consists of poetry, prose, creative nonfiction,
and mixed media exploring fungi.
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Rachel Johnson is a
Arkansas born native
who enjoys feeling the
sun on her skin and
Earth under her feet.
She has a deep
connection to the
natural world and uses
that as an inspiration
in her illustrations.
Her art is also a
representation of her
emotional healing
with the feminine
energy and her own
self-reflection.
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TO GROW

on my last trip
i went to the park.
countless times.
falling,
this time
warm
my left hand
a crystal.
hugging
brown-grey bark
and you
could see
movement,
murmuring
in this winter.
stubborn
humming.
concrete
brick
asphalt so
man-made
looking all
not dead but

been here before
clouds were
a cool mist.
i hugged a tree,
under my cheek.
snuggled ‘round
a pinecone’s quill
my wishful palm.
taking a breath.
every gentle
stem upon the ground
an anthem
humble and
still
so fickle
so tired
so gray
artificial
dull
lifeless

the elders say the trees talk.
it’s not hyperbole.
just under the surface,
an expanse of fungi and root,
wrapped up in each other,
living network of wires.
the trees,
the shrooms,
the soil,
passing sugar and nutrients,
gossip about the latest seedlings.
news of deciduous dangers.
and the whole wood communes,
composts death into purpose,
cares for the neighborhood,
prepares for changes soon to come.

i can’t imagine
what must it have been,
that first forest
saws and steel and speed.
my friends?

to be on the edge
gutted by
what would i tell them
warnings?
everything is ending.

but this is no forest
the trees
lonelier
separated by
imported grass
rootless wood

this is a park
just as alive
probably,
sidewalk
powerlines
metal signs
still make noise

overhead,
on an island,
past the shore
through the streets,
underground
screams

a duck laughs
the ground quakes
the brush burns
the tides fury
the clouds fall
millions whisper
and i wish
we existed
just to be
and breathe and

live.
i hugged a tree.
said thank you. but i don’t
know if it said anything back
i wanna say it’s just a tree
but i know they talk,
tryna remember
how to listen.

BY JUSTICE AMEER
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Justice Ameer is a poet
and community
organizer based in
Providence, RI. Xyr
writing explores the
experience of being
Black, woman, and
genderfluid in an
apocalyptic America.
Xe is a Pink Door
fellow, FEM Slam
Champion, and a cowriter of the theatrical
production ANTHEM.
Xyr work can be found
on POETRY magazine,
Split This Rock, The
Nation, and various
other publications.
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BLUESY SHELVES BY Y. HOPE OSBORN

BUTTON BUTTON BY Y. HOPE OSBORN

DRINK UP BY Y. HOPE OSBORN

SMOOTH MUSHROOM &
THE GREEN TREE BY Y. HOPE OSBORN

TINY JULES &
SHELF MUSHROOMS MONTAGE BY Y. HOPE OSBORN
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Y. Hope Osborn
Blessed are the weird people: poets, misfits,
writers, mystics, painters, troubadours for
they teach us to see the world through
different eyes.
-Jacob Nordby

Y. Hope Osborn’s creativity in
writing, photography, and
digital art began as a child
with a 110mm camera,
crafting, drawing, décor, and
writing that amazed
elementary teachers.
An MA in Professional and
Technical Writing included
valuable lessons in design,
software application, and
assignments using
photography.
Through all these mediums
she experimented with color,
composition, and
communication. Hope has
made her life experience
work for her. She believes if
you are an artist something in
your life proves it, regardless
of medium.

Hope is an ever-emerging, experimental, contemplative author and artist,
exploring a terrain of a child’s strewn toys, mediating exchanges among text,
photography, digital media, and, sometimes, painting, hers and others, in everexpanding ways of understanding and evolving art and writing. While residing
in Little Rock, Arkansas, USA, Hope publishes stories on mushrooms to educate
and entertain and writes about personal traumas to encourage and empathize.
She photographs the riches of life’s landscapes and digitally abstracts
photographs for imagination’s realms.
In the last three years, Hope’s artwork has been rewarded with three solo
spotlight and multiple group exhibits, awards in local and international
competitions, and publications, often in concert with writing.
Despite disabling health, she is tenacious in living fully and productively,
growing a year-round patio garden; loving on rowdy cat Isobel; enjoying the
comfort, camaraderie, spirit of her church family; and trying to hold fast to a
God who continually holds fast to her. Among these she blooms in seeking
elusive great Captures, expressing reality and imagination that captivates,
inspires, or informs while enriching lives.

mediamosaicart.net

@yhopeosborn

@YHopeOsbornMedia

Dust to Dust
by Rey Fairburn

I used to think I didn’t like mushrooms
It wasn’t until I’d died a few times that I could appreciate their flavor
The earthy taste of the graves I crawled out of
Over and over
I know one day they will consume me for good
But I rejoice in my victory
Today I am alive
Today I am the one who gets to consume
To eat, to live
I will not die today
Without being revived once again

REY FAIRBURN
Rey Fairburn is a queer,
neurodivergent poet and
artist. Their work is
informed by their
experience as a queer
witch, and she tries to
imbue as much magic into
her creations as possible.
She has been published by
Lupercalia Press and
Fauxmoir and you can find
more of their work on
Instagram.

@reysenchantments

The White Umbrellas
by Patricia Hemminger

The ancestral tree leans towards fungi,
that millions of years back tethered
their feathery filaments to algae,
gifting the virgin green-blue puddles roots
to earth them, feed them minerals from dirt
infuse energy, as a patient mother
spoons a baby applesauce, before the child
can lurch across the floor to walk.
The aqueous liquor fattened by imbibing
sunshine, air, forged sugar for them both,
a mutual dependence as essential
as pitcher plants protection of woolly bats
whose guano nourishes the hungry carnivores.
Fungi eat the dead, what’s left behind
by scavengers on four legs or vultures
sporting red heads, the limbs of trees, hollowed
out by disease or especially, crumpled
leaves matted on the forest floor.
Fungi transform litterfall into empty space
as neuron fiber tangles lay waste
a human brain, dismantle precious memories,
like that morning in Italy we melted
into the meadow, white umbrellas flecked
the grass, each one gemmed with dewdrops.
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Patricia Hemminger is a science and environmental writer and is
currently executive producer of a documentary focused on green
chemistry solutions to environmental pollution.
She holds a PhD in chemistry and is a graduate of NYU’s Science,
Health and Environmental Reporting Program (SHERP) and of
Drew University’s MFA Poetry Program. Her poems have been
published in Spillway, The Blue Nib, Tiny Seed Literary Journal,
River Heron Review, Twyckenham Notes and Streetlight Magazine,
among others.
Her chapbook What do We Know of Time is forthcoming by
Finishing Line Press in 2022.

Insignificance
by Sarah Croscutt

“I fear insignificance more than I fear failure.”
-Orrin Woodward
Of the infinite species on our planet, there are none that are
incontestably insignificant. Each living organism,
microscopic to mammoth, is meaningful. In the echelon of
ecological order, individual organisms of the same species
interact with each other to establish a population. In turn, a
patchwork of populations in a given area collectively create a
community. Within an ecological community, there are
complicated, convoluted connections between species and
their environment. These often enigmatic, but explicit
exchanges between organisms create a complex construct of
robust relationships that regulates the entire ecosystem.
Imbalance between producers and consumers can trigger a
tumultuous trophic cascade that often results in significant
shifts in food webs, nutrient relationships, and overall
ecosystem structure. Small and seemingly unsubstantial
fungi, as in mushrooms and other decomposers, play a
necessary role in nature’s nutrient cycling, ensuring that the
circle of life remains unbroken.
Stepping into the forest is an exquisite exhale. The raw
reverberation of nature. The saturation of scent and sound
soothes my soul. The collective calls of the forest birds
beckon me into their world. Cocooned below the tree cover,
the bulwark of branches bolsters me in its being and beauty.
The algid air is pungent and profuse with the earthy
fragrance of fungi and decaying organic matter. The colorful
caps of mushrooms supported by sturdy stalks scatter across
the dark forest floor, creating a community of kaleidoscopic
canopies. Much like the fruiting bodies of flowering plants,
these unmistakable umbrella-shaped designs are the
reproductive structures of these spectacular saprophytes.
The prismatic parasols of these fantastic fungi protruding
above ground originate from the far-reaching, fungal
network underfoot. The multitude of magical, small, hairlike filaments of the fungal hyphae is known as mycelium.
These white, miniscule filaments of the mycelium have
developed a mutualistic relationship with neighboring trees.

This Intreenet, or mycorrhizal network, is composed of the
tangled web of the tree root system and the mycelium.
Together, the trees and fungus create an underground,
interdependent, communication network that transfers
water, nutrients, nitrogen, carbon, and biochemicals between
organisms, influencing germination, growth, survival, and
reproduction of other trees within the stand. Moreover, the
Intreenet has an enormous capacity to heal, as mycorrhizal
networks repair themselves quickly when disturbed. Fungus
and tree are so intertwined and dependent on each other;
fungus relies on tree for carbon and tree relies on fungus for
nutrients and water. This mysterious, but meaningful
ecological relationship encourages growth, adaptation, and
resilience in the forest ecosystem.
Like the entangled ecological relationship of tree and fungi,
the significance of the intricately layered interactions
between humans may be cryptic and complex. In the
landscape of our life, we cultivate a variety of relationships.
Like a sturdy stand of trees in the forest, some connections
are age-old, steadfast, and rooted deeply in trust, loyalty, and
love. We expand, mature, and thrive together. We nourish
each other with understanding, acceptance, grace, laughter,
and joy. Supporting each other in growth, we celebrate the
unfolding of our beauty bursting forth from our authentic
self. In times of disturbance, we encircle each other tightly to
weather our sadness and grief.
We also tend thoughtfully to an assortment of short-lived, or
seasonal relationships. Like the fleeting, yet fundamental,
fairy-like fungi in the forest, these interim, but powerful
partners settle close to us quickly and spark our passion,
generosity, and vulnerability. They sway us to stay in the
present moment, share their spirit, and alter our aspect. It is
through their ephemeral existence that we renew our
purpose and root deeper in our authentic self. Such as the
mutualistic mycorrhizal network, our collective,
consequential connections to others are crucial to our growth
and resilience. As we acknowledge and honor the wisdom,
support, and unconditional love so freely shared by those
with whom we have spent time, no matter how brief, we
continue to grow in compassion, gratitude, and patience
for others, ourselves, and our journey.
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SARAH CROSCUTT
Sarah Croscutt has
spent much of her
career working in the
field of science and
outdoor education.
Her goal is to inspire
people to action. With
a BS degree in Biology
and a MS degree in
Environmental
Science, as well as a
deep love for the
outdoors, she has
cultivated a rich,
sacred relationship
with the natural world.
Her scientific knowledge, adventures in travel, gardening, and
outdoor exploration, as well as her personal journey of healing,
are the inspiration for her creative process. Through her
unique perspective, she has created Lessons from Nature, a
series of essays connecting readers more deeply to themselves
through the natural world.
Her work has appeared in other Plants & Poetry Journal
publications, as well as Wild Roof Journal. You can connect
with Sarah through her blog, From the Outside
www.fromtheoutsidellc.com.

fromtheoutsidellc.com

@sarahc_outside

Mycelia Mio
My paternal great-grandfather,
Don Peppino—Giuseppe D'Ippolito
kept the end rind of cheeses
in a giant jar, molding away
if he felt he was coming
down with something
he would retrieve a piece
and eat it
Then a great sweat
erupted through him
steam lifted off his brow
old world healer at work
He made a green salve
a pomata, in a copper vessel
no one living remembers
what was in it
the old Italians would
make you tie dirty socks
around your neck and sleep that way
for a sore throat
Don Peppino—Gaetana's father
first a chef throughout Italy
then in New York City, chef
at his own place on Elizabeth Street
a small slice of pizza rustica
mia famiglia
culturing genetic material
seasoning, seeds, tiny strands reaching out
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LISA PERIALE MARTIN
Lisa Periale Martin is a poet, writer, librarian,
mariachi aficionado, and former farmworker.
Her writing is steeped in the essence and
wonder of the Sonoran Southwest. Tiny Seed,
Claw and Blossom, and Harpy Hybrid have
published her work. Two recent poems are
featured in a Chax Press chapbook, POG 2021.

End of the Mushroom Season:
Lunch with a Death Cap
by Margaret Stawowy

–Death Cap: a mushroom containing toxins that cause necrosis of the liver and
kidneys, also known as Amanita phalloides.

I pour him another cordial.
He proffers his spiked appetizer.
It’s our inside joke–I pretend to eat,
then clutch at my liver, fall
face first into a crush of leaf litter.
Corny for sure, but we har-har anyhow,
discuss the merits of drying vs. pickling.
“Not that anyone would try that with you.”
But they do.
My kind has certainly killed. Even a pope and emperor.
Yet squirrels and rabbits enjoy our fine flavor,
no problem whatsoever.
Let me admit, this is a tenuous friendship.
The fact of his fatal six-hour delay,
illusions of calm before annihilation.
Why not be more like a snake (also phallus-shaped),
direct and honestly venomous?
Why act benign as a button mushroom?
Consider me like a gun:
Mushrooms don’t kill people.
People with mushrooms kill people.
Past his prime, carousing toward spring,
he reeks of his poison, phalloidin.
Tipsy, he tosses leaves heavenward.
They drift down, like vultures round my head.
Cap rakishly tipped, he visibly droops.
Eyes our repast, me, our common history.
My species have killed very few, hardly meaning to.
We devotedly love, worship Earth. Would never murder it.

ABOUT THE POET

MARGARET STAWOWY
Margaret Stawowy never tires of the forms and colors of mushrooms
and fungi. One memorable day, she was out at Pt. Reyes National
Seashore’s Estero Trail, where she saw scores of Amanita muscaria
pushing up under pine trees. The vivid colors and whimsy of the
scene remain with her many years later.

Fruits of the Underworld
by Catherine Jefferson

are pushing through soil and sodden leaves,
sprouting on old tree stumps, fallen branches –
a transient snapshot into a mysterious realm.
Fly agaric erupts, encircling silver birches,
molten red mounds like tiny fairy homes,
their magic dwelling in my mind.
Deep into the woods I find witches’ butter.
I imagine it spread thickly on crumpets with jam,
the old crones cackling with glee as they pour their tea,
discussing the business of the Underworld.
I try to eavesdrop the conversation but snap a twig underfoot,
quickly ending their convocation. Candles snuffed out,
just white embers left smouldering on antler candelabras.
But look, in their haste, a witch’s hat left behind!
Further into the thicket I spy hen of the woods
waiting under an oak, counting to ten,
while turkey tails poke out from old damp logs.
Into a clearing of overgrown grass,
soaked and straining under its own weight,
a perky protrusion: shaggy inkcap, dressed for court.
The defendant: scurfy twiglet, wily leaf impostor.
Further still I find giant brackets,
a secret staircase ascending deadwood.
Climbing atop to take in the view,
I feel blessed to discover the world anew

ABOUT THE POET

CATHERINE JEFFERSON

Catherine Jefferson is a
researcher, writer and
animal welfare
campaigner based in West
Sussex, UK.
Her recent work is
featured or forthcoming
in Literary Veganism: An
Online Journal, The Field
Guide Poetry Magazine
and Tiny Seed Literary
Journal.

Are you an Earthstar?
Are you an earthstar,
true or false?
From mulch and soil, below
the oak and ash.
Are you Astraeus species unknown?
You with your stellate rays,
sessile gleba, and minutely warted spherical spores.
You with your rough leather tough-guy appearance,
your hygroscopic character, ectomycorrhizal associations,
and cosmopolitan distribution.
Astraeus, fallen star.
Grandson of Gaia and Uranus, rulers of earth and sky.
Son of Crius, banished to the underworld.
Wedded to Eos, goddess of dawn.
Father of wandering stars. God of dusk.
Before me now, rootless and strange.
You open your arms and dance with the rain,
then sink and shrivel from the sun.
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Judy Harding
After working as a Wildlife Biologist
in Boston, San Francisco, and
Annapolis, Judy Harding settled in
Baltimore where she began writing
short stories and poetry.
She is a graduate of the Johns
Hopkins MA in Writing Program.
An emerging writer, her work has
appeared in Analogies & Allegories
Literary Magazine, Persimmon
Tree, and The Winnow Magazine.

I, Marbled Murrelet
I want to tell what the forests
were like
I will have to speak
in a forgotten language
W.S. Merwin
Known only by Murrelet. I am Auklet at the hinge of
two worlds: a weathered seafarer, an efficient bryologist.
I secretly settle—locate a flat place—an elbow or nook of old growth.
Make life in the boundary layer. Singular, I need space, a buffer
from other pairs, I nest high in red cedar or Doug fir,
hide from Goshawk who also lives near.
I teach secrecy in tufts of wooly dicranum,
wait motionless to trade-off nestling duties at Matins,
my mate and I protect in stillness for twenty-eight days
till our hatchling appears. Summer days free for loafing,
drifting with tides, diving in pairs. His fish-mouth at Evensong,
paddles with tides, finds the flyway—then explodes from near-shore.
With low-flying wing beats, shore to forest, each night a fish. Our chick,
alone in stillness, at risk, a fire-pink, smoke-sky and footfall, other voices.
Shhhh—soon—hatchling to hatching, paired, each to each, will dive together
until summer sun lowers—time runs short, time to shed feathers
of mottled brown, now flightless, we feed far off-shore,
until sleek new black/white markings for winter waves, conceal.
High in the forest Goshawk sits far above our nest, scans his over-story,
binoculared vision at Vespers, he searches. The season begins again.
Can sawyers be far behind?
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Nicole Bailey
Nicole Bailey is a Pacific
Northwest poet obsessed with
nature. An avid hiker with an eye
for coyotes, she often writes
about environmental change and
its effect on wildlife.
A past editor of the American
River Review, she is part of the
community of writers at Hugo
House.

MY COMMUNITY OF TREES
A Ghazal

Desert horizon. Scrub brush and cactus. Barren. Vast. A line of trees
appears. Cottonwood and juniper signaling water, lifeline for the trees.
Lichen grows slowly, but can live for a century on trunks—
a sign of clean air, fungi and algae in cahoots, symbiosis between the trees.
Downy woodpeckers bore into the trunk’s heartwood for weeks
building nest holes lined with wood chips amid the trees.
Boughs stretch toward sunlight forming a canopy of shade—
taproots sated, lush undergrowth, thick foliage, crowned trees.
We build our homes from timber. Trees give us books and sponges,
rubber and chewing gum. Even old Scrabble tiles come from trees.
Some ecologists practice alternative forest management. No thinning.
No spraying. No logging by machine. The result: healthy trees.
When a backyard tree dies, yaupon holly and grass thrive out of its shadow.
Perennials sprout and bloom surrounding the table-like stump sans tree.
The boundary between in and out is blurred in this Ozark chapel. Only
walls of windows separate God and creation, pews enveloped by trees.
Centenarian cypresses surround the spring fed pools, their hollows
home to possums, bats, owls, snakes, spiders alive amidst the trees.
A recent email attachment from a fellow poet began with this note:
Please, only print this out if you must.
Warmly, the trees.
A forest is a commune. Its underground fungal network, mycorrhiza,
shares water and nutrients with needy neighbors. Thank you “mother trees”.
And I, hiker and birdwatcher, my gaze up to spot a painted bunting,
my breath and mind in sync with the sky and my community of trees.
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Dee Susong is a teacher and poet who lives in Austin,
Texas. Her poems have appeared in The Tiny Seed
Journal, Waxing & Waning, and The Texas Poetry
Calendar.
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Phoenix
the mighty pine fell over
in the wicked storm
after decades of tall growth
rotting on the quiet forest floor
a new garden in the making
green moss and mushrooms arise
like the ancient phoenix
life transforms once again
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A tree cannot die

by Patricia Phillips-Batoma
By the time I walked by
at midmorning when the light pours golden
through all the crimson leaves,
they were already just about done
taking one down. But in their boots
the men waited to start the chippers
until I passed. Forlorn and armless on the lawn,
the trunk stood before a red brick
campus building, on what was prairie once,
so carefully managed now a tree cannot die
the way it’s meant to, over years,
piece by piece in a final act.
Shedding bark for the ground,
cellulose melting into the meshy mycelium
that calls lovingly to a dignified descent
into the deep flow of all matter,
quietly drifting away like the birdsongs
that once filtered among its leaves,
and were heard and were forgotten.
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is a French to English
translator who lives and
writes in central Illinois.
She teaches in the MA
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at the University of
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Parentheses and Tuck
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mycelium

by Adesina Brown
i show you the forest but omit the trees
and all that grows beneath—
you’d only mutilate
the surface and control
my patterns of growth—or you wouldn’t:
you’d only remark that decay
might nourish my vulnerable roots
if only i’d let myself break down
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Adesina Brown
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non-binary author
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To learn and read
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Ode to the Myco-miracle
by J. Maak

fuzzy as a teddy bear, you thread across my compost pile. Like
surfer girl’s flowing blonde hairs, you wind through mulch beneath
apple tree. fertility, fecundity, soil amazement—while sterilized
society disses you as repugnant, yucky, eew.
you’re the backbone of organic functionality, organic farms,
regenerative ranches. winged Mercury messenger service, tree
roots to tree roots: here comes the bark beetle. send sugars to the babies.
plant roots suckle your milky white hyphae, cafeteria-tray beltway
connecting strata, biota, sharing nutrients. symbiosis: let’s be
friends.
Google doesn’t map your vast miles of branching highways. your
freeways squirrel away carbon, the ultimate climate rollback. you
pay down our ecological bills, no cost to install, no looming debts,
no Indian farmer suicides. low drama, no soundbite to capture
media attention, exquisite humility.
our plows and bulldozers shatter you, shred your fungal body
fragmented, scrape and bury foodstocks. concrete and asphalt
smother city soils, barrier to entry, accumulate heat, shunt water
away, dry you to dormancy. famished acreage of searing chemicals
annihilates your biota buddies, yet
you laugh at our misdeeds, I’ll be back. with stealth of single spore
foothold, you hide out in mulch covering, steal a bit of water, reach
out to some plants and trees—and miracles flourish, the pulse of
the Great Mother.

Unseen

by J. Maak
firm white domes crest garden soil
like icebergs, scant surface evidence
of massive
spreading
threaded fungal body
just beyond view.
as habits of greener living emerge
breaking through crust of old normal
we notice scattering of small actions
popping up in clusters or fairy ring
say no to plastics
buy local

ride a bike

take shorter showers

eat less meat
decline a car

forget fast-fashion
grow garden veggies

make the no-fly pledge
these, scant surface evidence
of massive
spreading
philosophic shift, change in consciousness underway
percipience threaded, everything connected
the new future thriving
just beyond view.
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J. Maak (she/her) is an environmental activist and community
builder in Los Angeles, where she teaches sustainability at a private
college. She has turned her home garden into a backyard wildlife
habitat and edible landscape. Her creative nonfiction and other
writing can be found through Change-Making.com/jmaak.

Fairy Ring

by Paula Sàbat Martínez
The rain, like a charm, is the one to make us grow, small and close
together, as in a hug, all of us looking at all of us, hidden in the
grass, which is taller than us, a forest out of the forest. The language
we speak is ours alone, and we always speak it. We tell stories,
stories that scurry with a tickle through the long woven fibers of
our mycelium, get tangled in the snarls of our close-knit threads,
because this is what telling stories is: weaving, knotting and
unraveling. We tell stories because we remember. We remember
the forest before it was a forest, the mountains that were and the
wind and rain swept away, little by little, millennium by
millennium. We remember the winter snow, and the salt of the sea
that was here before us. We remember when the ones who dance
came, the ones who step on the earth where we surface, and made a
ring like ours. Their tongue is not ours, it sounds like the birds’, like
the roe deer’s bark and the wolf’s howl: it goes up and down, and
even if it isn’t our own, we understand, and we listen. When they
told their stories they held hands like us, and looked up at the
moon, like we who greet the stars with our long noses. The ones
who dance told ancient stories, almost as old as us, stories of the
ones who step on two legs, stories of what happened before they
stepped on two legs, which they didn’t remember and had only
heard, and we learned them to tell them as well. In silence, we are
never quiet, because only dead things are quiet, and we only know
death by its flavor, musky like the earth: we devour its fertile
blackness, and grow larger, much larger, immense, infinite; we
reach Old Oak and taste their roots and feel what they feel and
then tell their story; we reach Split Pine, and their lichen, our
brothers swaddling them like a fleece, like a shelter, tell us their
story, and we, in our ring, repeat it like a chant, like remembrance.
A memory is a path that repeats itself, in whispers like a caress that
wanders through our whiteish filaments, strewn like a lightning
bolt trying to touch the earth, the earth where we live, snug in its
lulling darkness, whence we sprout when the rain calls us, and
crumble into dancing spores that greet the wind, fly, tumble, sink
into the moisture of another earth that is still our own, all their
buds looking at all the others, like all of us, and keep telling stories
like ants tracing an underground maze. We tell stories of what
happens in the forest, the fields, the mountains. We were here
when the big cow, brown as honey, fell off a cliff: we felt her body
slam the earth, shook with it, and then told each other. We
witnessed the acorn germinating, untangling like a worm, a green
nub stretching up through the half-rotten leaves, and we felt the
tremor of a life rising towards the sun, burrowing into the earth,
feeling for us, the ones who are here: we welcomed them and told
them the stories that happened before, and they grew and tangled
their roots with ours and shaded us.

We were here, where we have always been, when the ones who
dance came for the last time, when their bird voices rose like a
flutter and then went quiet; the stepping of those who step on two
legs shook us, there were so many, and they spoke with the roar of
the brown bear, and when the ones who dance went quiet, we felt
them fall, they bathed us like the rain, hot and poppy-colored; we
felt, far away, where the forest is, close by, where we are, the sharp
edges biting bark, timber pummeling the earth like thunder, we felt
the warning of Old Oak, and then their silence; then came the fire,
the ones who step on two legs and roar like bears brought it, and
the ones who dance danced one last time on the breeze, like our
spores, but they were ash. When the fire went out and the cold
remained, we devoured it: swallowed the ashes like an embrace, a
welcoming, gave them to the earth like an offering. We are still
here when the ones who don’t step come, the ones who exist in a
shudder, and we recognize them, recognize their stories: their
tongue is different from ours, different from the ones who dance’s,
because it doesn’t have a body, it’s like the breeze, like the night,
but we understand it too, and the stories they tell are always from
before, before being breeze and night and shivers; and we, loyal to
the art of telling, keep memorizing their stories, repeating them in
our language.
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Knowing is a kind of prayer
by Rebecca A. Durham

Knowing is a kind of prayer
that tumbles open a belonging
built with mycelial language.
That feathered geometry
ferreting food and words
not letters but carbon rings
and elements.
Bonds cling and cleave along the web
sugar excretion, uptake, catabolism, anabolism—
vast linkages surge while I linger.
I touch Cladonia lichen
the grey-green pixie cups
and mint shreds of squamules
that fill the gaps between
the vascular plants of the understory
which is also a story.
I am a kind of story, too
a planter, a keeper,
a craver of fractals, kisser
of wilderness.
The trees generosity, fanning out
in cryptic constellations
eludes us
as we make our crude maps—
ions cascade and build
encircle root tendrils.
Fungi exudes acids and enzymes
and spores rain
windborne
like the achenes of Agoseris
whose capillary wisps
dehisce
pirouette and fall,
fall, fall,
spin into the forest
alight on moss-cradled cedars
sow-scattered
cultivated from my breath-wind
exalted.
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Cratered Moon Calvatia Gigantea
Fullmoon Puffball Mushroom by Kelly DuMar

Winterfeast by Kelly DuMar
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In My Garden
by Carolyn Oliver

Fucking squirrels. They squawk-hiss at me. From the steps at the
back of our cottage, I yell “I’ll kill ya!” in my most theatrical,
crotchety old man voice.
Squawk-hiss!
They shake their tails at me and scurry up the neighbor’s tree, which
branches over the fence to where I live. The squirrels are safe for
now. We will meet again.
I sigh and walk over to my garden. I make a plan. Things look dry. I
need to keep those furry interlopers out and they hate the moisture.
I’ll do a full water, especially on those parched chives. Then, I’ll
sprinkle cayenne on everything, another futile attempt to keep the
squirrels at bay.
The inky caps have melted. Drip-dropped to the mulch floor. I
recently signed a peace treaty with the mushrooms. They kept
coming. I kept pulling — like I had been told. But after some
informative and existentially moving essays on the value and
mystery of the fungal kingdom, I have decided to leave them be and
accept their help.
Because the goofy apparitions popping up in my garden are gods.
Genderless and genderfull, these ancient misfits will outlast and
outmaneuver a fool like me. I am at their mercy and, lucky for me,
they are merciful.
Tomatoes begin emerging from vines. Taut, green droplets of hope.
But I have hoped before. Radishes, carrots. The stuff you’re told will
rise and produce quickly. In my few months as a gardener, I have
eaten exactly a few basil leaves and one thumbnail-sized radish.
The radish sprouts shoot up within a week. A miracle to see
something so small and flimsy push through a curtain of soil and
mulch by sheer persistence. The seedlings grow and then, their
children, “second leaves” as they’re called, start to appear.
Things — may be going according to plan.
One morning I notice a chew path in the delicately forming radish
leaves. Something is getting close to my pink nuggets. It’s not that
bad, right? This is The Little Plant That Could after all. I don’t worry.

A few days go by. I’m less vigilant. I walk up to my radishes and the
leaves are chewed to the boney stem. Chewed without compassion.
Chewed like the culprit was on a bender. A blurry-eyed, drunken
pub crawl, hopping from stem to stem, ensuring that on day 14 after
planting, when my Excel garden timetable indicates the radishes
should be getting plump, I am instead examining the gnawed off
stems in disappointment. No, in anguish.
“Fuck you” I mutter to the slugs — they are my chief suspects and, in
my garden, you’re guilty until something else is proven guilty.
Punishment for the slugs? Death by drowning! In a half can of stale
beer! Method courtesy of the Old Farmers’ Almanac. But then I
soften. The slugs don’t mean it. They’re just hungry.
Rage, followed by a warm quiet. All it takes is reaching my hand into
the soil or seeing a small, new life emerging. I can curse at my
garden, shake my fist at its crawly visitors and then love on each
tender leaf and wish each little, wriggly being would be my cute, tiny
friend and the garden, my garden, remains unchanged. It’s
indifferent to me in this fabulous way that people will never be.
Surrounded by the decimated beginnings of radishes, cayenne
pepper, squirrels squawkhissing, plants from Home Depot, bird shit,
marigolds, and seeds, I pour my rage into my garden and it is
neutralized. Turned into micro-nutrients taken up by fungi and
traded to my plants at the fair price of photosynthesized
carbohydrates. My rage becomes love.
The sprinklers turn on. A lizard takes cover. I go stand in the middle
of the spray. I’m curious what kind of shower my garden takes. It’s
cold and soft. My garden gets painted in a wet coat and slowly slurps
it up as the sun gets higher in the sky.
Soaking wet, I glance down. A once struggling zucchini plant has
flowered.
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Fungophile Requiem
by Art Goodtimes

All through the Eighties & Nineties
we’d gather together
our brainy ragtag Shroomfest crew
Like our hunter/gatherer ancestors did
America’s scattered Fungophile bands
meeting for the annual big time
Karen always there with us in Colorado
She who mothered plants for a living
A nurturer by nature
& always of course the spark plug
armillaria of the Adams clan
infecting us with her sweet smile
Like the fungi she loved to
identify, surprises hid
beneath her cap of convention
A kind of cheeky daring
in the face of blue-stained psilocybes
so frightening to her peers
Hers was an entheogenic appetite
for humor & a goddess
hunger for love
Having decomposed
her fruiting body returns
to the mysterious mycelia
beneath us all, so we honor her
& call upon her hyphal memories
to ring our arms around

Entheogenic Gospel
by Art Goodtimes

In the gospel
according to Laura
Huxley
any day
without a dance
would be a sin
Any unmoveable creed
can be made to teeter
totter bread & water
to slip like the Titanic
into the abyss
of the gene-twined Gaian deep
How to match wits
with pure monkey?
Mycelial mothering?
‘Shrooms
offer us their own
mind-powered submarines
As do San Pedro
Ayahuasca. Ecstasy
Submerging us in the mystery
And letting go death
would be no
island
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Deep Ecology
by Art Goodtimes

Nothing as window shattering
as Dolores LaChapelle’s
Way of the Mountain
Chop wood
carry gourds &
share the lyric valuables
She’d bring tea to the wild
We’d bring saki &
practice the tai chi of seeing
How to embrace tiger
Break glass
Learn from the fungi
Mesmerized
Singing to the Pleiades
New songs. Old chants
Drumming until the full
Moon lets us down
deeper than before

Sleep, Mycelia, Sleep

In Memoriam: John Mitchell who generously shared his knowledge of fungi
by Ruth Weinstein
The north wind blows leaves into a quick dervish dance,
urging my determined feet to move faster
over the rocky path of our long elliptical driveway.
Bitter cold bites my fingers and toes with its sharp
hiemal leer, but layered clothing protects my core.
I contemplate the mycelia under the layer of russet
decaying leaves, of mosses and lichens, of topsoil, and
wonder if it and its mycorrhizal community slumber
in their shallow earthen mantle. I hope the web of life
rests, devising, in its biotic dreams, many surprises for the
coming spring, summer and fall, the edible mushrooms
I may encounter in their seasons. Here on this path
through our woods, out to the wider world, I have found
treasures, delectable and beneficial, many-hued, and
succulent. The cast of characters always changing,
one giving way to another, democratic and multifarious.
For several Junes, chickens of the woods clucked at me
as I walked round and round in my aerobic looping;
now the old hens come no more in the changing climate.
Explosive as releasing spores was my excitement when
we found the first lion’s manes clinging to tree trunks.
They and the eastern cauliflower mushroom have been
generous donors to my kitchen while April’s morels
have moved on or hidden themselves more cleverly.
One fall I found round marvels, blue as radium watch dials.
They must, I thought, be killers, but the trio of azure donut
shapes proved to be the prized indigo milky, beautiful in the
ground, a gastronomic delight on the plate. Always surprising,
gifts of knowledge and culinary joy, are these mushrooms.
Days after our old dog died, fifteen feet from where she took
her last breath, a clarion remembrance rang for her in a patch
of death trumpets and bloomed again the year after, marking
the anniversary of her departure. So, sleep, mycelia, sleep,
or do your winter work sluggishly. Always we welcome your
woodland florescence in warm sun and sudden spring rains.
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Wood Wide Web
by Jean Hackett

Wood Wide Web
Fairy circle dances around an oaken elder,
sole reminder the forest stands atop an umbrella-capped network,
its mycelium filaments strung between every tree and strand of grass,
a Wood Wide Web rooted in the exchange of sugar for phosphorus and information,
banker, Internet, and undertaker as the old oak dies,
helping transfer stored resources to younger members of her motte,
and midwife to new life born after decomposition.
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Fungi's Great Victory
by Jonathan Lacher

Long ago, there was a great battle that was forgotten with time.
Long before some monkeys learned to hit each other with sticks,
wars were waged on a much grander scale. Entire clades of species
conducted an arms race against each other that spanned eons. In
this conflict, the entirety of human history is only the blink of an
eye. Simply a single moment.
In this conflict, Fungi triumphed over a foe greater than any the
world had yet seen. In a time when fish had only just started to
think about walking on land, trees had grown into a great power.
The basis of their power was the superweapon laccase. An enzyme
that would produce the chemical lignin. This chemical was
powerful and sturdy, lending trees the strength they needed to
stand tall and spread their canopies above all others.
But, there was another power of lignin that was much more
insidious: no creature on Earth could consume it. From the largest
animal to the smallest microbe, all had to leave the trees
untouched. Even after a tree had fallen to other forces, the log
would remain on the ground for thousands of years, inviolable.
This went on for tens of millions of years. Generation upon
generation of trees lay upon the ground, their logs untouched.
Occasionally, great fires would rip through a forest, burning
thousands of years’ worth of deadfall. But for the most part, fallen
trees simply became buried. By their fallen brethren or by mud.
Even today, humans marvel at this great mass of wood: Humans
use what is left, after it was compressed by stone for hundreds of
millions of years, as fuel to burn in their power plants. The coal
they dig out of the ground the last reminder of the great triumph
of the trees during their domination of the planet.
But, the power of the trees would not last forever. Fungi had been
quietly toiling beneath the plants the whole time that they had
been on land. At first, fungi were like all other organisms: even with
as specialized in decomposition as they were, they could do
nothing to the trees’ mighty lignin. It seemed, for a time, that the
untouchability of trees would remain forever.
Eventually, fungi had a breakthrough of their own and created
their own superweapon: A version of laccase that would break
down lignin instead of creating it. With this enzyme as their
champion, the fungi went on the attack. Over the course of
millions of years, the power of the trees was broken.

The dominance of trees never recovered. To this day, white-rot
fungi still proudly bear their laccase: attacking trees both living and
dead, ensuring that they will never return to their former
immunity. Of course, the white-rot is in turn eaten by many
creatures, including humans, but that is simply the circle of life.
Fungi play their critical role, which includes making sure that other
organisms play theirs.
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“Verse for the Forager”
by M. A. Dubbs

A well seasoned forager carries
all the outdoor kitchen appliances.
A small, worn ID book.
A tiny knife to pass through soft stem
and graze your dirty thumb.
Worn but sturdy boots.
A top woven basket strapped on the back
or the hips or the front
or perhaps instead
a plain mesh sack to scatter
spores along the trail like an
Earthen flower girl.
No matter the container,
all will be filled with the haul:
Blue bleeding beauties,
round white marshmallow balls,
purple curved parasols
grey fans bunched under looming oaks.
Back home the haul is soaked,
debris of leaf and pill bugs
floating to the top.
The cast iron, as well seasoned
as the salt and pepper forager,
warms butter to a soft background crackle.
Hot liquid gold engulfs the fungi,
releasing an aroma of nut and wood.
Lightly seasoned, if so desired,
the wearied forager plates their catch,
and, with a sigh from bones and chair,
begins to devour nature’s spread.
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mycelium moirai
by Serra Sanzo

there are sky stars,
glittering, gleaming
like gems set upon
a cave ceiling,
and there are earthstars—
one word—
sprouting out from the ground
near soil-crusted boots,
and—
like most fungi—
they could only be named
as otherworldly;
a not-quite flower
grows stemless,
ready to erupt
with a rush of umber pollen,
a pale and waxen sun,
vibrant against dark earth,
a beacon on the forest floor;
a dying, decaying star,
curling or collapsing in on itself
whilst below, pale roots feast hungrily
on dead matter,
and at the center, a sphere like the moon
waits to release
ten billion spores,
preparing to decorate midnight soil—
clinging to soil-crusted boots—
in new constellations.
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Sulphur Shelf on Western Hemlock
by Lynne Goldsmith

The wound is of the heartwood
where rot works its way in
from outer mushroom, parasitic
in its orange-yellow brightness
of body, soft and moist, planar
gibbous moon-shaped folds of ruffle
fungi flesh absorbing carbohydrates
after hatchet marks once struck
into becoming darkening wood,
blades of no pitch to cover
softening to what can’t be fought—
to another
sustenance in decay, another’s loss,
a tree still holding on
to remnants, impermanent
joinings, this earth.

Glowing Mushroom
by Lynne Goldsmith

The secret’s in bioluminescence,
where at night in the Brazilian coconut forest
foxfire comes alive, the blue glow
attracting lovers of scent and sight—
Lucifer, bringer of light,
summoned into molecule
of luciferin and enzyme
for lighting up the night—
to reactions
of oxygen and energy
activating electron state
to when—
excitement dies down—
and the light turns on
inside forest full
of pale, cool mushrooms.

Honey Mushroom, Blue Mountains
by Lynne Goldsmith

Honey mushroom, largest organism
visible in autumn after first rains
four square miles
from thousands of years
Blue Mountains
rooting in Oregon,
base of trees, fruiting forest
from black shoestringlike rhizomorphs
between bark, tissue,
and on root systems
comprising hyphae
filaments, labyrinth
of leaking enzymes
for extending territory
under/over ground
in genetically same
gigantic form quietly
ever so quietly
one by one
taking trees down.
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The Leafing of Cabbage
by Annette Sisson

Human brains sprout
like purple cabbage. Ample
layers of hearty cupped
leaves. Titmice plunder
retrievers’ coats, pluck
gold for the spring sodding
of nests. Eager woodpeckers
stash seeds and larvae
in shagbarks’ cracks, saving
for winter bouts of need.
And blue jays learn,
jigger latches, pass
down their tricks, spurring
aptitude and deception.
Knowledge infects the hardwoods,
hub-tree mothers
pulling the others in,
channeling nutrients to saplings,
orders barked through networks
of fungi. All creatures,
all plants want, protect,
wither—suck the sweet
sap of cognizance, strive
for the Bodhi, strain to plant

their genes in the folds of smoldering
wombs. Whatever God
might be isn’t knowledge—
the whole of life glistens
with Godhead, bends to its nature,
rattles the garden gate,
the backyard brilliant with pollen,
chatter, the leafing of cabbage.
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"Common names"
by Amelia Gorman
I. Inky Cap
I deliquesce
when the time is right
with my skin
falling down
like a skirt
like a knife
like a
guillotine
Endless 'I' dripping
II. Fly Amanita
As misunderstood as the difference between
venom
and
poison /
hands with too little and too much space between them \
are the thoughts poison
and
pleasure
III. Spruce Needle Crinipellis
hard to believe an entire myceliuniverse exists in the body of this single
needle
IV. Stinkhorn
wet soil
in the fingers of the
buried
limb, uncomfortably
creates a
rising
horn's
stink
V. Witch's Butter
b land I tremble
and fit in the c racks
t here's more to this body
I have to believe, the b ark where
rot decides the time to b loom
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Minuscule life forms
I am by nature always consoled
Although sometimes I subsist
I cherish the mildew and mould,
lichens how-simply-they exist.
Taking on-board their apricot surface
I've imagined minuscule life forms
living in cities, seen from space
but here, there are no thunderstorms.
It's a colony without any enemies
I'm kind of envious of this civilisation
this race without landlocked boundaries
none are attacking their next generation.
Lichens grow, I guess in equal harmony
I fear we on earth will never accomplish.
such well grouped, organised-colonies
we are exemptions from a rule.
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POEM
ABOUT ROOT
SYSTEMS

WRITE A
POEM
ABOUT AN
ANCIENT
TREE

WRITE A
POEM
ABOUT
PLANT
NUTRIENTS

WRITE
ABOUT
HEDGEHOG
MUSHROOMS

DAY 26

DAY 27

DAY 28

DAY 29

COMPARE
MICROBIAL
NETWORKS
TO YOUR
COMMUNITY

WRITE
ABOUT THE
SOIL
MICROBIOME

WRITE A
POEM
ABOUT
MICROBIAL
NETWORKS

WRITE A
POEM
ABOUT
POTASSIUM

DAY 25
COMPARE YOUR
NETWORK TO
MYCORRHIZAL
NETWORK

DAY 30
WRITE A POEM
ABOUT CARBON
SEQUESTRATION

#30DAYSCHALLENGE | @PLANTSANDPOETRYHOUSE

Name ___________________

Fungi Descriptive Writing

Using the photos above, write a descriptive paragraph about fungi.
Use figurative language and give as much detail as possible.

C R E A T I V E WRITING

Describe the image using the senses listed below:
I see...

I feel...

I smell...

I hear...

Write at least two sentences to describe the image using some of
the senses above, and include at least two adverbs or adjectives:

C R E A T I V E WRITING

Describe the image using the senses listed below:
I see...

I feel...

I smell...

I hear...

Write at least two sentences to describe the image using some of
the senses above, and include at least two adverbs or adjectives:

C R E A T I V E WRITING

Describe the image using the senses listed below:
I see...

I feel...

I smell...

I hear...

Write at least two sentences to describe the image using some of
the senses above, and include at least two adverbs or adjectives:

C R E A T I V E WRITING

Describe the image using the senses listed below:
I see...

I feel...

I smell...

I hear...

Write at least two sentences to describe the image using some of
the senses above, and include at least two adverbs or adjectives:

Mushroom
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